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Abstract
This paper explores the similarities and dissimilarities between the psychological type and temperament profiles of Methodist Local Preachers and Methodist Circuit Ministers. New data provided by 80 male and 62 female Local Preachers who completed the Francis Psychological Type Scales were compared with the profiles of 693 male and 311 female ministers published in 2010. The most important significant difference between the two groups concern the higher proportions of the Epimethean Temperament (SJ) among both the male (69% compared with 44%) and female (66% compared with 43%) Local Preachers. The SJ temperament brings a more conservative and conserving approach to ministry.
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Introduction

Methodist circuit ministry in England today is maintained by the combined efforts of Methodist Circuit Ministers ordained to presbyteral ministry and of Local Preachers serving in the circuit (see *British Methodism Today* by Haley & Francis, 2006). Without Local Preachers circuit ministry would not be sustainable.

Lay preachers were a feature of Methodism since its conception. Margaret Batty in *Workaday Preachers* recounts stories of two early lay preachers, Thomas Westall and Thomas Maxfield who were permitted to preach by the Wesleys, even though they had reservations about the added difficulties such ‘irregularities’ may cause with their relationship with the Church of England (Milburn & Batty, 1995). As Methodism developed, so did the number of lay preachers. In the minutes of meetings held from 1751 onward it became evident that lay preachers were very much part of Methodism. Then in 1797 Conference established the Local Preachers’ Meeting and a mechanism for checking on the standards of preaching by involving both the Superintendent Minister and the wider body of Local Preachers.

The role of Local Preachers continued to develop, and their status and identity in the various branches of nineteenth century Methodism was not a consistent picture. After Methodist Union in 1932 Local Preachers were mainly trained through the study of set text-books with written examinations administered by the Methodist Church. In 1990 a new training course was launched using local tutors and containing units of study. This 1990 course was only superseded in 2017 by the latest training course that is modular and uses web-based learning. The Local Preachers Meeting still conducts oral examinations for preachers, at the various stages of development, allowing preachers in training to account for their calling, development and assent to Methodist doctrine. Local Preachers are first given a ‘note’ to preach, and during this initial stage they test their calling to this ministry, as does the
local Methodist Circuit. At the same time, they begin the formal training course on which they are supported by a local tutor and mentor. Local Preachers move to being ‘on trial’ until their training is completed satisfactorily and they are ‘fully accredited’. Today there are 6,602 fully accredited Local Preachers, with a further 655 on note and 896 on trial (Methodist Church, 2017). Each person is likely to be leading between four and six acts of worship in a quarter according to the Millennial Profile (Sawkins, 2002). An individual church, however, could expect half or even three quarters of its services to be led by Local Preachers, depending on the ordained resources of the Circuit.

Against this background, the aim of the present study is to report a new empirical survey of the psychological type and temperament profile of Local Preachers and to set that alongside the profile of Methodist Circuit Ministers published by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010). The purpose of the comparison is to test whether Local Preachers and Methodist Circuit Ministers bring the same or different psychological preferences and gifts to their leadership of worship and to the life of the local chapel. But first it is necessary to give some broader context to psychological type theory and to temperament theory.

**Psychological type theory**

Psychological type theory has its roots in the observations and documentation of human behaviour by Jung (1971) and in the developments shaped by the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (Myers & McCaulley, 1985), the Keirsey Temperament Sorter (Keirsey & Bates, 1978) and the Francis Psychological Type Scales (Francis, 2005). The basic building blocks of psychological type theory distinguish between two orientations (extraversion and introversion), two perceiving functions (sensing and intuition), two judging functions (thinking and feeling), and two attitudes toward the outer world (judging and perceiving). Francis and Payne (2002) speculated about the implication of these building blocks of psychological type theory for ways in which clergy may prefer to shape and focus their
ministry style.

The two orientations are concerned with where energy is drawn from; energy can be gathered either from the outside world or from the inner world. Clergy who prefer extraversion (E) are orientated toward the outside world; they are energised by the events and people around them. They enjoy communicating and thrive in stimulating and exciting environments. They prefer to act in a situation rather than to reflect on it. They may vocalise a problem or an idea, rather than thinking it through privately. They tend to focus their attention upon what is happening outside themselves. They are usually open individuals, easy to get to know, and enjoy having many people around them. In contrast, clergy who prefer introversion (I) are orientated toward their inner world; they are energised by their inner ideas and concepts. They may feel drained by events and people around them. They prefer to reflect on a situation rather than to act in it. They enjoy solitude, silence, and contemplation, as they tend to focus their attention upon what is happening in their inner life. They may appear reserved and detached as they are difficult to get to know.

The perceiving functions are concerned with the way in which people receive and process information; this can be done through use of the senses or through use of intuition. Clergy who prefer sensing (S) focus on the realities of a situation as perceived by the senses. They tend to focus on specific details, rather than the overall picture. They are concerned with the actual, the real, and the practical and tend to be down-to-earth and matter-of-fact. They may feel that particular details are more significant than general patterns. They are frequently fond of the traditional and conventional. They may be conservative and tend to prefer what is known and well-established. In contrast, clergy who prefer intuition (N) focus on the possibilities of a situation, perceiving meanings and relationships. They may feel that perception by the senses is not as valuable as information gained from the unconscious mind; indirect associations and concepts impact their perceptions. They focus on the overall picture,
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rather than specific facts and data. They follow their inspirations enthusiastically, but not always realistically. They can appear to be up in the air and may be seen as idealistic dreamers. They often aspire to bring innovative change to established conventions.

The judging functions are concerned with the way in which people make decisions and judgements; this can be done through use of objective impersonal logic or subjective interpersonal values. Clergy who prefer thinking (T) make judgements based on objective, impersonal logic. They value integrity and justice. They are known for their truthfulness and for their desire for fairness. They consider conforming to principles to be of more importance than cultivating harmony. They are often good at making difficult decisions as they are able to analyse problems in order to reach an unbiased and reasonable solution. They are frequently referred to as ‘tough-minded’. They may consider it to be more important to be honest and correct than to be tactful, when working with others. In contrast, clergy who prefer feeling (F) make judgements based on subjective, personal values. They value compassion and mercy. They are known for their tactfulness and for their desire for peace. They are more concerned to promote harmony, than to adhere to abstract principles. They may be thought of as ‘people-persons’, as they are able to take into account other people’s feelings and values in decision-making and problem-solving, ensuring they reach a solution that satisfies everyone. They are often thought of as ‘warm-hearted’. They may find it difficult to criticise others, even when it is necessary. They find it easy to empathise with other people and tend to be trusting and encouraging of others.

The attitudes towards the outside world are concerning with the way in which people respond to the world around them, either by imposing structure and order on that world or remaining open and adaptable to the world around them. Clergy who prefer judging (J) have a planned, orderly approach to life. They enjoy routine and established patterns. They prefer to follow schedules in order to reach an established goal and may make use of lists,
timetables, or diaries. They tend to be punctual, organised, and tidy. They may find it difficult to deal with unexpected disruptions of their plans. Likewise, they are inclined to be resistant to changes to established methods. They prefer to make decisions quickly and to stick to their conclusions once made. In contrast, clergy who prefer perceiving (P) have a flexible, open-ended approach to life. They enjoy change and spontaneity. They prefer to leave projects open in order to adapt and improve them. They may find plans and schedules restrictive and tend to be easy going about issues such as punctuality, deadlines, and tidiness. Indeed, they may consider last minute pressure to be a necessary motivation in order to complete projects. They are often good at dealing with the unexpected. Indeed, they may welcome change and variety as routine bores them. Their behaviour may often seem impulsive and unplanned.

**Temperament theory**

Drawing on the basic building blocks of psychological type theory, Keirsey and Bates (1978) distinguished between four temperaments characterised as SJ, SP, NT, and NF, and to each of these temperaments they ascribe a distinctive name rooted in classic mythology. The Epimethean Temperament characterises the SJ profile, people who long to be dutiful and exist primarily to be useful to the social units to which they belong. The Dionysian Temperament characterises the SP profile, people who want to be engaged, involved, and doing something new. The Promethean Temperament characterises the NT profile, people who want to understand, explain, shape and predict realities, and who prize their personal competence. The Apollonian Temperament characterises the NF profile, people who quest for authenticity and for self-actualisation, who are idealistic and who have great capacity for empathic listening. Oswald and Kroeger (1988) built on Keirsey and Bates’ (1978) characterisation of the four temperaments to create profiles of how these four temperaments shape four very different styles of religious leadership.

The Epimethean Temperament (SJ) is styled ‘the conserving, serving pastor’. SJ
clergy tend to be the most traditional of all clergy temperaments, bringing stability and continuity in whatever situation they are called to serve. They proclaim a single and straightforward faith, committed to down-to-earth rules for the Christian life. They serve as protectors and conservers of the traditions inherited from the past. If change is to take place, it emerges by evolution, not revolution. They excel at building community, fostering a sense of loyalty and belonging. They bring order and stability to their congregations, creating plans, developing procedures and formulating policies; and they are keen that these procedures should be followed. They can be trusted for their reliability, punctuality and efficiency. They are effective pastors, showing particular concern for the young, the elderly, and the weak. They are realists who offer practical and down-to-earth solutions to pastoral problems.

The Dionysian Temperament (SP) is styled ‘the action-oriented pastor’. SP clergy tend to be the most fun loving of all clergy temperaments, possessing a compulsive need to be engaged in activity. They have little need for or interest in the abstract, the theoretical, and the non-practical aspects of theology and church life. They are flexible and spontaneous people who welcome the unplanned and unpredictable aspects of church life. They can bring the church to life with activities for everyone from cradle to grave. They have a flare for grasping the moment. They are entertainers and performers at heart. They are at their best in a crisis and are good at handling conflict resolution. They are fun loving and enjoy working with children and young people. They are better at starting new initiatives than at seeing things through. SP clergy may be particularly attracted to charismatic worship, responding to the leading of the Holy Spirit, welcoming a free-flowing form that allows for impromptu testimonials, speaking in tongues, and spontaneous singing.

The Promethean Temperament (NT) is styled ‘the intellectual, competence-seeking pastor’. NT clergy are the most academically and intellectually grounded of all clergy temperaments, motivated by the search for meaning for truth and for possibilities. They are
visionaries who need to excel in all they do, and they tend to push their congregations to excel as well. They enjoy the academic study and analysis of the faith, and may try to run their church as an extension of the seminary. They make great teachers, preachers, and advocates for social justice. They look for underlying principles rather than basic applications from their study of scripture. They see the value of opposing views and strive to allow alternative visions to be heard. They are more concerned with finding truth than with engineering harmony and compromise. NT clergy need to be challenged in their ministry and to be able to move from one challenge to the next.

The Apollonian Temperament (NF) is styled ‘the authenticity-seeking, relationship-oriented pastor’. NF clergy tend to be the most idealistic and romantic of all clergy temperaments, attracted to helping roles that deal with human suffering. They want to meet the needs of others and to find personal affirmation in so doing. They can be articulate and inspiring communicators, committed to influencing others by touching their hearts. They have good empathic capacity, interpersonal skills, and pastoral counselling techniques. They find themselves listening to other people’s problems in the most unlikely contexts, and really caring about them. NF clergy tend to be high on inspiration, but lower on the practical down-to-earth aspects of ministry. They are able to draw the best out of people and work well as the catalyst or facilitator in the congregation as long as others are on hand to work with and to implement their vision. They are at their best when leading in people-related projects, such as starting a project for the elderly or for youth. They are most comfortable in unstructured meetings where they are good at facilitating group decision-making processes.

**Psychological data**

Since the late 1960s there has been an established tradition of empirical research employing psychological type theory among religious professionals in the USA, reported in early studies like Greenfield (1969), Harbaugh (1984), Holsworth (1984), Cabral (1984),
Macdaid, McCaulley and Kainz (1986), Bigelow, Fitzgerald, Busk, Girault, and Avis (1988), Francis, Robbins, and Wulff (2011), Burns, Francis, Village, and Robbins (2013), and Royle, Norton, and Larkin (2015). From the late 1980s this tradition has also flourished in the UK, including studies among Presbyterian Church of Scotland ministers (Irvine, 1989), Anglican clergymen serving in the Church in Wales (Francis, Payne, & Jones, 2001), male and female Bible College students (Francis, Penson, & Jones, 2001), evangelical church leaders (Francis & Robbins, 2002), male missionary personnel (Craig, Horsfall, & Francis, 2005), evangelical lay church leaders (Francis, Craig, Horsfall, & Ross, 2005), Roman Catholic priests (Craig, Duncan, & Francis, 2006), youth ministers (Francis, Nash, Nash, & Craig, 2007), Anglican clergymen and clergywomen serving in the Church of England (Francis, Craig, Whinney, Tilley, & Slater, 2007), Assemblies of God theological college students (Kay & Francis, 2008; Kay, Francis, & Craig, 2008), lead elders serving within the Newfrontiers network of churches (Francis, Gubb, & Robbins, 2009), and leaders within the Apostolic networks (Kay, Francis, & Robbins, 2011).

The first attempt to draw up psychological type profiles of Methodist Ministers was published by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010). They drew on data provided by samples of 693 male ministers and 311 female ministers who completed the 40-item Francis Psychological Type Scales (Francis, 2005) as part of a substantial postal survey. The core findings from this study are presented in table 1 alongside comparable data on Church of England clergy provided by samples of 626 clergymen and 237 clergywomen published by Francis, Craig, Whinney, Tilley, and Slater (2007).

- insert table 1 about here -

The first conclusion to emerge from these data concerns the psychological type profile of Methodist Circuit Ministers. In terms of orientation the preference among both male and female ministers is for introversion (61% of men and 53% of women). These are people who
may feel more at ease in their study and dealing with individuals and small groups of people, than with social events and meeting strangers. In terms of the perceiving process, there is balance between intuition and sensing, with a slight preference for sensing (54% of men and 52% of women). The sensing types may be better at careful maintenance and the intuitive types at innovative developments. In terms of the judging process, there is a clear preference for feeling among both male and female ministers (64% of men and 77% of women). What is notable here is contrast with the UK population as a whole where 35% of men and 70% of women prefer feeling (Kendall, 1998). Here is a church led by both men and women who display a strongly feminine profile in terms of the ways in which they reach decisions and form evaluations. These are people who may feel more comfortable promoting peace and harmony than in tackling tough decisions and sorting out interpersonal difficulties within the local church. These are people who may thrive in an environment shaped by women but feel less at home in an environment shaped by men. In terms of their attitudes toward the outer world, there is a clear preference for judging (70% of men and 70% of women). Here are people who are more at home in a well-organised and structured environment than one that requires flexibility and spontaneity.

The second conclusion to emerge from these data concerns the points at which there are significant differences, in a statistical sense, between the psychological type profiles of Methodist ministers and Church of England clergy. In terms of the men, there are two statistically significant differences. The Anglican clergymen are more inclined to prefer intuition than the male Methodist ministers (62% compared with 46%, \(p < .001\)). This suggests that the Anglican clergymen are more likely to be imaginative and innovative leaders. The Anglican clergymen are more inclined to prefer thinking than male Methodist ministers (46% compared with 36%, \(p < .001\)). This suggests that the Anglican clergymen are somewhat more likely to take tough management decisions when necessary, although the
preference for thinking still remains much lower among Anglican clergymen than among men in general (46% compared with 65%). In terms of the women, there is one statistically significant difference. Like the situation among the men, the Anglican clergywomen are more inclined to prefer intuition than female Methodist ministers (65% compared with 48%, \( p < .001 \)).

The third conclusion to emerge from these data concerns the temperament profile of Methodist Circuit Ministers. Among both male and female ministers the most prevalent profile is the Epimethean Temperament (SJ), with 44% of men and 43% women. This is the temperament characterised by Oswald Kroeger (1988) as ‘the conserving, serving pastor’. Among both male and female ministers the second most prevalent profile is the Apollonian Temperament (NF), with 28% of men and 36% of women. This is the temperament characterised by Oswald and Kroeger (1988) as ‘the authenticity-seeking, relationship-oriented pastor’. Among Methodist Circuit Ministers the other two temperaments are less in evidence.

The fourth conclusion to emerge from these data concerns the points at which there are significant differences, in a statistical sense, between the temperament profiles of Methodist ministers and Church of England clergy. The Anglican clergymen are less inclined to prefer the Epimethean (SJ) Temperament (31% compared with 44%, \( p < .001 \)), more inclined to prefer the Promethean (NT) Temperament (27% compared with 18%, \( p < .001 \)) and more inclined to prefer the Apollonian (NF) Temperament (35% compared with 28%, \( p < .01 \)). The Anglican clergywomen are less inclined to prefer the Epimethean (SJ) Temperament (29% compared with 43%, \( p < .001 \)) and more inclined to prefer the Apollonian (NF) Temperament (50% compared with 36%, \( p < .01 \)).

**Research question**
Against this background the aim of the present study is to explore the psychological type profiles and temperament profiles of male and female Local Preachers and to set those profiles alongside the data reported by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010) on Methodist Circuit Ministers. A comparison of this nature builds on the comparison made by Francis, Jones, and Robbins (2014) between Church of England clergy and Readers, the nearest equivalent within the Anglican Church to Local Preachers within the Methodist Church. In that study the data demonstrated significant psychological similarities as well as some significant psychological differences between those exercising Reader ministry and those exercising ordained ministry. The present study sets out to ascertain whether a similar situation appertains within the Methodist Church.

Method

Procedure

A sample of Local Preachers serving within the four Circuits in four different Districts (Wales, Manchester and Stockport, Wolverhampton and Shrewsbury, Leeds) were invited to participate in the survey. Usable responses were received from 80 men and 62 women.

Instrument

Psychological type was assessed by the Francis Psychological Type Scales (FPTS: Francis, 2005). This 40-item instrument comprises four sets of ten forced-choice items related to each of the four components of psychological type: orientation (extraversion or introversion), perceiving process (sensing or intuition), judging process (thinking or feeling), and attitude toward the outer world (judging or perceiving). Recent studies have demonstrated this instrument to function well among clergy. For example, Francis and Village (2012) reported alpha coefficients of .84 for the EI scale, .74 for the SN scale, .68 for the TF scale, and .74 for the JP scale.
Participants

Among the 142 participants in the survey (80 men and 62 women), 10% were under the age of forty, 25% were in their forties or fifties, 28% were in their sixties, 29% were in their seventies, and 8% were in their eighties; 90% were fully accredited and 10% were on note or on trial.

Analysis

The scientific literature concerned with psychological type (and by extension with psychological temperament) has developed a distinctive way of presenting type-related data. The conventional format of ‘type tables’ has been used in the present paper to allow the findings from this study to be compared with other relevant studies in the literature. In the two type tables in this paper the profiles of male and female Local Preachers are compared with the profiles of male and female Methodist Circuit Ministers as reported by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010). In these tables the statistical significances of differences in the profiles of different groups (namely Local Preachers and Methodist Circuit Ministers) is tested by the means of the Selection Ratio Index (I), an extension of the classic chi-square test (McCaulley, 1985). The tables present the data on Local Preachers (table 2 on men and table 3 on women) and compare these data with full data on clergy published by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010). Although these comparative data (on which the tests of statistical significance are based) are not retrievable from the tables themselves, the relevant comparative data are included in the narrative of the text.

Results

The Francis Psychological Type Scales demonstrated satisfactory levels of internal consistency reliability among the curates, generating the following alpha coefficients for the EI scale, .79; for the SN scale, .70; for the TF scale, .72; and for the JP scale, .74.

- insert table 2 about here -
Table 2 presents the psychological type profile of the 80 male Local Preachers and compares them with the psychological type profile of the 693 male Methodist Circuit Ministers provided by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010). These data will be discussed in two steps.

The first step discusses the psychological type profile of the male Local Preachers. In terms of the dichotomous preferences they display preferences for introversion (56%) over extraversion (44%), for sensing (73%) over intuition (28%), for thinking (51%) over feeling (49%) and for judging (85%) over perceiving (15%). In terms of dominant type preferences, they display the following hierarchy: dominant sensing (43%), dominant feeling (21%), dominant thinking (20%), and dominant intuition (16%). In terms of the sixteen complete types, the most frequently occurring types are ISFJs (20%), ISTJs (19%) and ESFJs (16%). In terms of psychological temperament preferences, the most frequently occurring temperament is SJ (69%), followed by NT (18%), NF (10%), and SP (4%).

The second step compared the psychological profile of the male Local Preachers with the male Methodist Circuit Ministers published by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010). In terms of the dichotomous preferences there are three significant differences between the two groups. While 54% of the male ministers preferred sensing, the proportion rose to 73% among the Local Preachers; while 36% of the male ministers preferred thinking, the proportion rose to 51% among the Local Preachers; while 70% of the male ministers preferred judging, the proportion rose to 85% among the Local Preachers. The difference in terms of the perceiving process is also reflected in the psychological temperament: while 44% of the male ministers preferred the Epimethean Temperament (SJ), the proportion rose to 69% among the Local Preachers; while 28% of the male ministers preferred the Apollonian Temperament (NF), the proportion fell to 10% among the Local Preachers.

- insert table 3 about here -
Table 3 presents the psychological type profile of the 62 female Local Preachers and compares them with the psychological type profile of the 311 female Methodist Circuit Ministers provided by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010). The data will be discussed in two steps.

The first step discusses the psychological type profile of the female Local Preachers. In terms of the dichotomous preferences, they display equal preferences for introversion (50%) and extraversion (50%), and strong preferences for sensing (69%) over intuition (31%), for feeling (73%) over thinking (27%), and for judging (90%) over perceiving (10%). In terms of dominant type preferences, they display the following hierarchy: dominant sensing (39%), dominant feeling (27%), dominant intuition (21%), and dominant thinking (13%). In terms of the sixteen complete types, the most frequently occurring types are ISFJ (26%), ESFJ (21%), and INFJ (11%). In terms of psychological temperament preferences, the most frequently occurring temperament is SJ (66%), followed by NF (23%), NT (8%), and SP (3%).

The second step compared the psychological type profile of the female Local Preachers with the female Methodist Circuit Ministers published by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010). In terms of the dichotomous preferences there are two significant differences between the two groups. While 52% of the female ministers preferred sensing, the proportion rose to 69% among the Local Preachers; while 70% of the female ministers preferred judging, the proportion rose to 90% among the Local Preachers. The differences in terms of the perceiving process are also reflected in the psychological temperament: while 43% of the female ministers preferred the Epimethean Temperament (SJ), the proportion rose to 66% among the Local Preachers; while 36% of the female ministers preferred the Apollonian Temperament (NF), the proportion fell to 23% among the Local Preachers.

Conclusion
This study set out to explore the similarities and dissimilarities between the psychological type and temperament profiles of Methodist Local Preachers and Methodist Circuit Ministers. It did so by assembling a new database provided by 142 Local Preachers (80 male and 62 female) who completed the Francis Psychological Type Scales (Francis, 2005) and by setting these new data alongside the profiles of 693 male and 311 female Methodist Circuit Ministers compiled and published by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010). The motivation for conducting this research stemmed from the recognition of the crucial role that Local Preachers continue to play in sustaining circuit ministry placed against the background of declining numbers of ordained ministers, and the dwindling strength of some local chapels.

In this context psychological type theory and temperament theory may generate insight into the different and distinctive potentialities, strengths and weaknesses that Methodist Circuit Ministers and Local Preachers may bring to circuit ministry. From the range of detailed data generated by the study two particular findings are of particular salience and importance for appreciating the implications for the practical outcomes of sustaining the day-to-day and Sunday-to-Sunday ministry within local circuits. One of these findings is rooted in temperament theory and the other is rooted in psychological type theory.

In terms of temperament theory, the crucial finding concerns the place of the Epimethean (SJ) Temperament. In terms of men, the Epimethean (SJ) Temperament accounted for 31% of Anglican priests, 44% of Methodist ministers, and 69% of Local Preachers. In terms of women, the Epimethean (SJ) Temperament accounted for 29% of Anglican priests, 43% of Methodist ministers, and 66% of Local Preachers. Oswald and Kroeger’s (1988) conceptualisation of the Epimethean (SJ) Temperament as ‘the conserving, serving pastor’ crystallises both the strength and weakness of allowing this style of ministry to dominate. Here are devout and serious people deeply committed to the traditions that they
have inherited and deeply committed to transmitting the traditions to those who follow them. They bring stability and continuity to the chapels that they are called to serve. Yet herein also lies the problem. They are not people likely to identify or to espouse new pathways to the future. Indeed they are likely to resist the very changes needed to secure that future.

Other strands of research have identified the Epimethean (SJ) Temperament as a strong character of church congregation, both in England (Francis, Robbins, & Craig, 2011) and in Australia (Robbins & Francis, 2011). Indeed one of the battles often faced by Anglican clergy and by Methodist ministers alike concerns motivating congregations to see the point of the vision for change and development. In such battles the Epimethean Local Preacher may well be able to identify more readily with the congregation’s voice than with the minister’s voice. There are strengths and weaknesses in this situation, depending on whether the primary concern is to care for what remains from the past (and these people deserve care) or to envision a different future (and these visions may not always be attainable).

In terms of psychological type theory, the crucial finding concerns the judging process and the place of the thinking function within evaluation and decision-making. While the feeling function privileges the importance of subjective personal and interpersonal values and the goals of harmony and peace, the thinking function privileges the importance of objective and impersonal logic and the goals of truth and fairness. There are, moreover, important sex differences in predicting the preferences for thinking and for feeling. According to the UK psychological type population norms published by Kendall (1998), while 70% of women prefer feeling, 65% of men prefer thinking. As a consequence feeling may be conceptualised as a feminine orientation while thinking may be conceptualised as a masculine orientation. In terms of women, the feeling function accounts for 74% of Anglican priests, 77% of Methodist ministers, and 73% of Local Preachers. The picture is consistent. In terms of men, the feeling function accounts for 54% of Anglican priests, 64% of Methodist
ministers, and 49% of Local Preachers. The picture suggests that the ministry of Local Preachers may be accessing and drawing on a wider and (slightly) more representative pool of men. They are more likely than the ministers to wish to grasp the nettle and to sort out problems in the local chapel, whether or not it disrupts long-seated relationships.

Other strands have identified church congregations to be strongly comprised of feeling types, both in England (Francis, Robbins, & Craig, 2011) and in Australia (Robbins & Francis, 2011). Methodist ministers feel more at home than Local Preachers in appreciating the dynamics of communities so dominated by the feeling preference. Yet at times the ministers may be unable or feel reluctant to deal with the underlying issues and tensions that may be disruptive (and indeed unhealthy) within such communities. The right chosen local preacher may help to find a way through such issues.

The weakness with the present study concerns the small (and possibly unrepresentative) nature of the sample of Local Preachers, especially when considered alongside the systematic survey of the Methodist Circuit Ministers reported by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010). The findings, however, carry sufficiently important practical implications for the effective delivery of Methodist circuit ministry to make worthwhile a more systematic replication study among Local Preachers.
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Table 1

*Psychological type and temperament profiles of Methodist ministers and Church of England clergy*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clergymen</th>
<th>Clergywomen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C of E %</td>
<td>Methodist %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychological type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introversion (I)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuition (N)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling (F)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>64***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judging (J)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychological temperament</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epimethean (SJ)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>44***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dionysian (SP)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promethean (NT)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apollonian (NF)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 From Francis, Craig, Whinney, Tilley, and Slater (2007), N = 626
2 From Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010), N = 693
3 From Francis, Craig, Whinney, Tilley, and Slater (2007), N = 237
4 From Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010), N = 311
Table 2

Type distribution for male Local Preachers compared with male Methodist Circuit Ministers

reported by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jungian Types (E)</th>
<th>Jungian Types (I)</th>
<th>Dominant Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-TJ</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-FJ</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES-P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN-P</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:  N = 80 (NB: + = 1% of N)

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
Table 3

Type distribution for female Local Preachers compared with female Methodist Circuit

Ministers reported by Burton, Francis, and Robbins (2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Sixteen Complete Types</th>
<th>Dichotomous Preferences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISTJ</strong></td>
<td><strong>INTJ</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 6</td>
<td>n = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9.7%)</td>
<td>(3.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I = 2.01</td>
<td>I = 0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISTP</strong></td>
<td><strong>INTP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 0</td>
<td>n = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0%)</td>
<td>(0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I = 0.00</td>
<td>I = 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESTP</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENFP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 2</td>
<td>n = 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3.2%)</td>
<td>(4.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I = 0.72</td>
<td>I = 0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESTJ</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENTJ</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 6</td>
<td>n = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9.7%)</td>
<td>(3.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I = 2.01</td>
<td>I = 1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jungian Types (E)</th>
<th>Jungian Types (I)</th>
<th>Dominant Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-TJ</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-FJ</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES-P</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN-P</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** N = 62 (NB: + = 1% of N)

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001*